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“My mission in life is not merely to survive, but to thrive; and to do so with some 

passion, some compassion, some humor, and some style.”  These words by the poet 

Maya Angelou have been dancing around my mind lately. Taunting me.  Mostly 

because these words feel like a mirage on a distant horizon. An aspiration far removed 

from daily life at the moment. 

“Light-hearted” feels like a country I read about once but doesn’t exist anymore. 

Like Prussia.  

With so much grief, and fear, and anger in world right now, as we seem 

inescapably caught up in systems that are bent on grinding all of us, to greater and 

lesser extents, down to compliant dust, what is there to laugh about? Most days lately, I 

am tired. Exhausted. Fed up.  

Maybe you are, too. 

There is serious work before us. My tendency is to want to clear away any so-

called distractions so that I can focus on what is truly important, though all my efforts 

seem pitifully inadequate. And this only makes grim situations feel even grimmer. But, 

still, each day I endeavor to put on my game face and get to work smashing the 

patriarchy and dismantling white supremacy in any way I can. This feels like life and 

death work because for so many people with less privilege than I have, it is.  



Joy feels like an indulgence that will just have to wait. That’s the mindset that has 

been holding me captive much of this last year. Joy can come later, there is serious 

work to do now.  

But then I remember Maya Angelou’s words, “My mission in life is not merely to 

survive, but to thrive; and to do so with some passion, some compassion, some humor, 

and some style.”   

And I remember that joy is not an indulgence at all. In fact, joy and humor and 

laughter are vital to the work we are doing of creating a more just and a more loving 

world for everyone.  

It is not a reward to be received at some future time.  

It is not a distraction from the pain of the world.  

Joy is both why we work for a better world and one of the means by which we will 

get there. 

As we build the beloved community we so desperately seek, humor is a tool we 

can use to offer hope, bring insight, and disarm the forces of ignorance and fear.  

In times such as these, joy is an act of resistance.  

It is the means by which we will not just survive, but thrive.  

Let’s explore our way through Ms. Angelou’s maxim.  

Let’s begin with passion. 



 

 

19th century Russian feminist Emma Goldman said, “A revolution without dancing 

is not a revolution worth having.” This is where passion comes in. What gets you out of 

bed in the morning? What makes you feel most alive? What brings you joy and inspires 

you to add more joy into the world?  

As we go about our daily lives and the work of recognizing, resisting, and 

dismantling unjust power structures, it is important that we don’t put our passion to the 

side. It is not just the passion of righteous anger that provides the fuel to continue this 

work but the passion that connects you to the sources of life you hold most dear.  

That voice that calls, or maybe whispers, from deep within you and says, “Yes. 

Yes, this is restorative. Yes, this is creative. Yes, this is life-affirming.” In a world that is 

constantly telling us that we should be afraid, every act that affirms life and love is an 

act of defiance. Every moment of passionate joy is an act of resistance.  

This brings us to Compassion.  

Joy and humor can connect us to each other in ways little else can. It is a 

powerful tool for understanding each other. The vulnerability that often accompanies 

humor provides a means to say and to hear, “I am not alone.” Humor is not the opposite 

of pain or sadness, they are closely related, siblings even. Some of the best humor is 

birthed from painful human experiences. This is often why we are drawn to it.  



The writer Holly Lynne Payne touches on this in her essay, Divine Laughter. She 

writes, “The fulcrum from which the most successful comedians draw their best material 

is often from the pain they have endured or witnessed in the world. Comedians are the 

purveyors of shadow and light, and they make it safe to recognize the darker, more 

embarrassing and downright humiliating aspects of ourselves. That’s why we love great 

comedians. No one wants to fight a person who can get them to laugh. Laughter is not 

entertainment at first. It’s a survival skill — for love.” 

 If we can find the courage to be vulnerable, to be honest about the times we are 

ridiculous, and to allow space for silliness, the distance between us shrinks.  

 A shared joke, a bout of giggles in an absurd situation, a well-timed twinkle in the 

eye, these things can create a bond between people faster than just about anything 

else.  

Now humor can be a tool that fosters compassion but it can also be a weapon 

that wounds. Everything has a shadow side and humor is no exception. Humor can 

connect but it can also cut.  

When humor is used to mock or bully, joy is not at its root, but cruelty. At times 

like this, humor is not a tool but a weapon.  

So, what about satire? We are seeing satire more than ever as comedians from 

Saturday Night Live, to the Daily Show, to the BBC use it to critique the current 

administration. Is satire a tool or a weapon? Well, it can be both. I think the “punch up, 



not down” guideline is vital here. This is the rule that looks at dynamics of power when 

making critiques, especially through satire. 

Humorist Molly Ivins explained it this way, “There are two kinds of humor. One 

kind that makes us chuckle about our foibles and our shared humanity. The other kind 

holds people up to public contempt and ridicule, this is satire. Satire is traditionally the 

weapon of the powerless against the powerful. I only aim at the powerful. When satire is 

aimed at the powerless, it is not only cruel – it’s vulgar.” 

 I think this is a great measure for the value of humor. Does it punch up or down? 

This requires reflection on our own social location as well. Does this joke I am about to 

tell take aim at a person or system with more power than me or less? If it is less, it is 

likely not funny at all. 

So how else can humor be used as a tool for resistance? 

Ten years ago, a neo-nazi group was having a rally in Knoxville, Tennessee. 

Sadly, such rallies are not unusual and, happily, they almost always draw a crowd of 

counter-protesters to try to drown out the nazis’ hateful message with signs and chants 

of their own. On this particular day in Tennessee, the nazis were surprised when a large 

group of clowns arrived at the rally dressed in bright, ridiculous outfits, laughing and 

skipping about as if this were a circus.  

“White power!” the Nazis shouted.  

“White Flour?” the clowns responded in unison, gleefully pulling out sacks of 

baking flour and tossing handfuls into the air like confetti.  



“White power!” the Nazis shouted back. 

 

“Oh, White Flowers!” the clowns joyfully shouted replied, dancing about and 

handing white carnations to everyone witnessing this interaction.  

“White pow-er!” the Nazis yelled again, clearly getting agitated.  

“Ooooooh!” the clowns shouted back. “Now we understand.” They all pulled out 

wedding veils and white tulle skirts and quickly put them on. “Wife power!” they cheered. 

“Wife power! Wife power! Wife power!”  

This back and forth continued until the Nazis eventually gave up and left while 

the clowns continued their merriment in the street.  

 

This type of organized, counter-protest using humor has been used over and 

over throughout the years to disrupt, diffuse, and dismantle demonstrations of hate.  

Through humor we can change the very parameters of the discussion we are 

having. Humor can break us out of false dichotomies of either/or, action/reaction, and 

invite us to consider new possibilities.  

 

 



The act of play can literally open our minds. It has been known for some time that 

play is how children do most of their learning about the world. What is also true is that 

play works the same way for adults.  

Patricia Madson, Professor of Drama at Stanford, is an advocate for play and 

fun. Madson writes, “Having fun loosens the mind.  A flexible mind works differently 

from a rigid mind.  The pleasure which accompanies ‘mirth’ makes learning easier and 

creates a climate for social as well as intellectual discovery.” 

Humor, fun, mirth. Not just trivial amusements, but the actual pathways to 

transformation.  

Which brings us to Style. 

Now style is a very subjective thing. Like defining art, it is hard to pin down style. 

I don’t think Maya Angelou was referring to style as it’s come to be defined in the 

fashion industry or furniture stores, with certain things being “in” or “out” of style. I think 

Ms. Angelou was talking about style in the sense of personal sparkle, a special pizzazz 

that is unique to each person but which is sometimes dimmed by circumstance or 

reined in for the sake of conformity.  

I know I have seen the type of style Maya Angelou was talking about when I see 

the older woman at my bus stop with the purple wool suit and a hat to match or the 

young person at Dunkin Donuts with the rainbow hair. Or, my personal favorite, the 

Boston Yeti.  



Do you remember the Boston Yeti? He arrived on the scene during the winter of 

2015. Not that we want to be reminded of that abysmal winter which dumped 109 

inches on the greater Boston area. Sometime in the midst of those serial snowstorms, 

reports began surface of a yeti, well a man dressed in a yeti costume, strolling down the 

snow clogged roads of various neighborhoods.  

Then people started posting photos of the yeti sightings. Most of the pictures 

were taken at night and more often than not, the yeti was shoveling sidewalks and 

driveways. It was the most delightful thing. Spotting him became a game. Seeing his 

photos in the Boston Globe or on Twitter was an unexpected moment of silliness in a 

trying time.  

 

 

 

In the middle of the most brutal winter on record, when the patience of the city 

was wearing thin and we all felt assaulted by the unrelenting stress of navigating our 

daily lives in a constant blizzard, someone decided to dress up like a yeti and start 

shoveling.  

If that isn’t style, I don’t know what is. 

 

 We are meant to thrive, not merely survive. Humor and joy are needed now. To 

nurture compassion in our hurting world, we need fun and mirth, and a dash of style.  



Take your humor and share it with the world.  

Give yourself permission to play, permission to be vulnerable, and permission to be 

ridiculous.  

Dance at the revolution.  

Our joy is an act of resistance. 
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